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Chapter 1 : Zip Code Directory: Books | eBay
Cities by ZIP Codeâ„¢ For more rapid delivery, please use the recommended or recognized city names whenever
possible for this ZIP Code â„¢.

In some urban areas, like for Marion County, Indiana , the three-digit prefix will often exist in one county,
while, in rural and most suburban areas, the prefix will exist in multiple counties; for example, the neighboring
prefix is found in part or entirely in six counties: In some cases, an urban county may have more than one
prefix. This is the case with Allen , , Lake , , St. Joseph , , and Vanderburgh , Counties. In some cases, these
may be served from the same SCF, such as in San Diego County, California , where the three-digit prefixes
and are used for suburban and rural communities, and for the city of San Diego itself, although all three are
processed through the same SCF facility. As a consequence, ZIP Code "areas" can overlap, be subsets of each
other, or be artificial constructs with no geographic area such as for mail to the Navy, which is not
geographically fixed. In similar fashion, in areas without regular postal routes rural route areas or no mail
delivery undeveloped areas , ZIP Codes are not assigned or are based on sparse delivery routes, and hence the
boundary between ZIP Code areas is undefined. Many rural counties have similar logistical inconsistencies
caused by the aforementioned sparse delivery routes, often known as Rural Routes or by some other similar
designation. ZIP Codes, even if they are not located in Washington itself. In even rarer cases a ZIP Code may
cross state lines. Usually, this occurs when the locality is so isolated that it is most conveniently served from a
sectional center in another state. Returned government parcels from Washington, D. ZIP Codes and previous
zoning lines[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations
to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This may be an incorporated town or
city, a subentity of a large city or an unincorporated census-designated place , or a small unincorporated
community. Additional place names may be recognized as acceptable for a certain ZIP Code. Still, others are
deemed not acceptable, and if used may result in a delay in mail delivery. Preferred place names are generally
the city or town in which the address is located. However, for many cities that have incorporated since ZIP
Codes were introduced, the city name is not the preferred place name. Many databases automatically assign
the preferred place name for a ZIP Code, without regard to any acceptable place names. However, in many
cases, only the preferred name can be used, even when many addresses in the ZIP Code are in another city.
People sometimes must use the name of a post office rather than their own city. Naturally, its residents prefer
the more glamorous Beverly Hills address and ZIP Code, but this regularly causes problems with an
emergency response when dispatchers have to sort out whether a given home in is in Los Angeles or Beverly
Hills. At the same time, a small portion of the city of Houston is in Fort Bend County in the ZIP Code , and
residents there must use the name Missouri City for their address even though they are in Houston. This also
occurs in some rural areas where portions of one town have their mail delivered to other post offices. Only the
preferred name of Cummington is allowed in ZIP Code , so residents of parts of Plainfield must list their
address as being in Cummington. This phenomenon is repeated across the country. The previously mentioned
Englewood, Colorado is an inner-ring suburb that was built out by the s. Its post office served the area that is
now the high-growth southern tier of the Denver metropolitan area , and ZIP Codes in this area were assigned
Englewood as their preferred place name. A business community as large as downtown Denver has grown in
this area, with headquarters for many internationally recognized corporations. These companies indicate
Englewood as their location the preferred postal place name , although they are located in other cities. People
who say they live or work in Englewood and identify closely with it may rarely enter the city. Many ZIP
Codes are for villages , census-designated places , portions of cities, or other entities that are not
municipalities. LaGrangeville is itself not a town at all, but a section of LaGrange. Furthermore,
non-municipal place names may also share ZIP Codes with municipal place names. For example, West
Windsor Township, New Jersey , is commonly referred to in most mailing databases as Princeton Junction , a
census-designated place within West Windsor. Silver Spring, Maryland , , â€” is neither a city nor a town, but
simply the common name for an unincorporated area consisting of a large part of the lower southern portion of
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Montgomery County. Postal designations for place names become de facto locations for their addresses, and
as a result, it is difficult to convince residents and businesses that they are located in another city or town
different from the preferred place name associated with their ZIP Codes. Because of issues of confusion and
lack of identity, some cities, such as Signal Hill, California , an enclave located entirely inside the separate
city of Long Beach have successfully petitioned the Postal Service to change ZIP Code boundaries or create
new ZIP Codes so their cities become the preferred place name for addresses within the ZIP Code. Postal
designation confusion may have financial implications for local governments because mail volume is one
factor used by the U. Census Bureau to estimate population changes between decennial census enumerations.
A typical example is Paddock Lake, Wisconsin , whose preferred place name is Salem. Paddock Lake is
incorporated as a village within the town of Salem, even though there are more people in the village of
Paddock Lake than there are in the unincorporated parts of the town of Salem. Further confusion is caused
because Silver Lake, Wisconsin , which is also a village in the town of Salem and is of similar size and status
to Paddock Lake, has its own ZIP Code and post office. In another case, the U. Federal Communications
Commission FCC denied a radio station now WNNX FM a move requiring a change in its city of license to
Sandy Springs , Georgia , largely because it was not a city until municipal incorporation in late , despite being
the seventh-largest place in the state by population. The FCC cited the use of " Atlanta " on letters of support
from local organizations, even though the USPS forced them to use Atlanta for until well after incorporation
took effect. Currently "Sandy Springs" is only acceptable, despite none of being in Atlanta, or anywhere else
outside the Sandy Springs city limit. Because ZIP Codes and their associated place names can ignore county
lines, problems may occur where street addresses are based on quadrant location within a county. The Cobb
County portion of this area includes Vinings in the southeast of that county; the Fulton County portion lies
within the city limits of Atlanta. Every street address in Vinings is labeled SE, and has a house number on the
Cobb County grid according to the distance from the town square in the county seat of Marietta. Division and
reallocation of ZIP codes[ edit ] Like area codes , ZIP codes are sometimes divided and changed, especially
when a rural area becomes suburban. Typically, the new codes become effective once announced, and a grace
period e. Such allocation can be done in various ways. For example, when a new sectional center facility was
opened at Dulles Airport in Virginia, the prefix was allocated to that facility; therefore, for all post offices to
be served by that sectional center facility the ZIP Code changed from an old code beginning with or to a new
code or codes beginning with However, when a new sectional center facility was opened to serve
Montgomery County, Maryland , no new prefix was assigned. Instead, ZIP Codes in the and ranges, which
had previously been assigned alphabetically, were reshuffled so that xx ZIP Codes in the county was changed
to xx codes, while xx codes outside that county were changed to xx codes. Because Silver Spring whose postal
area includes Wheaton has its own prefix, , there was no need to apply the reshuffling to Silver Spring;
instead, all mail going to xx ZIP Codes was simply rerouted to the new sectional center facility. On the other
hand, depopulation may cause a post office to close and its associated ZIP Code to be deallocated. Because of
the prefix, which is found only in Philadelphia with that lone exception, auto insurance companies charged
higher city premiums to that suburban location. For example, at the same time at which the above-noted
change in Montgomery County, Maryland, took place, and under pressure from then-mayor of Washington, D.
For example, Bethesda became , while the Maryland portion of Takoma Park became Statistical census data is
then provided for these approximate areas. The geographic data provided for these areas includes the latitude
and longitude of the center-point of the ZCTAs. There are approximately 32, ZCTAs. Complete datasets
providing a similar approximate geographic extent are commercially available. ZIP Codes are inherently
discrete data, or point-based data, as they are assigned only at the point of delivery, not the spaces in between
the delivery points. Census Bureau then interpolates this discrete data set to create polygons, or areal features
representing the approximate extent of the ZIP Code to use for mapping and data presentation. However, for
many research and planning purposes, they are very useful and can be used with ZIP Code data. Marketing[
edit ] The data is often used in direct mail marketing campaigns in a process called ZIP-code marketing.
Point-of-sale cashiers sometimes ask consumers their home ZIP Code. ZIP-Coded data are also used in
analyzing geographic factors in risk, an insurance and banking industry practice pejoratively known as
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redlining. This can cause problems e. This practice was outlawed in California in Although the website of the
U. This software processes a user-input ZIP Code and returns a list of store or business locations, usually in
the order of increasing distance from the center of the input ZIP Code. As the ZIP system is confined to the U.
Many sites will either purchase postal code data of other countries or make allowances in cases where the ZIP
Code is not recognized. Credit card security[ edit ] Main article: In some cases, the ZIP Code is the only thing
used for AVS, specifically where collecting a signature, or other information is infeasible, such as pay at the
pump or vending machines.
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Chapter 2 : State Zip Codes
Find the ZIP Code for an area of a city or town, or the location of a given ZIP Code. ZIP+4 Code Lookup We make it
simple. Enter an address and receive the ZIP+4 code.

Our zip codes database has the most comprehensive and precise data that you will find. You can perform free
database lookups on our website with our software or you can download our ZIP codes database for data
manipulation. Today, over ,, pieces of mail are delivered each business day, and our mail can take as little as
one day to reach its destination. Back in , it could take three weeks for a letter to travel from Lexington,
Massachusetts to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The cost of mail was relatively much higher back then. It cost
twenty-five cents to send a letter miles â€” not much less than it costs today to send a letter anywhere in the
country, and in considerably less time! Today, many of us in the United States expect to have our mail
delivered to our homes and offices at no extra charge. Before July 1, , city residents had to pay to have a postal
worker bring their mail to them; rural customers had to travel to pick up their own mail for another 30 years.
Many famous Americans have been postal workers. Truman was postmaster of Grandview, Missouri for a
time. Perhaps the most romantic era in our United States postal history is that of the Pony Express. Before
then, stagecoaches took more than 20 days to deliver mail from coast to coast. In , William H. Russell bought
strong horses and put a listing for good horseback riders in newspaper ads that read: Young, skinny, wiry
fellows not over Must be expert riders willing to risk death daily. The service closed in when telegraph lines
connecting the coasts were finished being laid, allowing people to send information much faster and cheaper
than they could by Pony Express. The history of the United States Post Office is filled with fascinating data
and amusing facts. Did you know the first Post Office in the United States was actually a tavern? Or that the
United States employed camels to deliver mail over deserts in the Southwest? Or that one of the first airmail
deliveries involved a three mile flight, and that the pilot dropped the bag of mail from the flying plane to a
postmaster waiting below? And just what are ZIP Codes? And how does the United States Post Office use
them? What do the numbers stand for? Where does the ZIP code data come from?
Chapter 3 : List of ZIP code prefixes - Wikipedia
With our FREE zip code finder, you have many ways of finding the information you need. Use it to find information on
Zip Codes, Lookup ZIP+4 of any address in the U.S., Find all the Zip Codes in a given radius, Find the distance between
any two Zip Codes (line of sight + driving distance/directions).

Chapter 4 : Zip Code Directory
The first digit of a USA ZIP code generally represents a group of U.S. states. The map of the first digit of zip codes
above shows they are assigned in order from the north east to the west coast.

Chapter 5 : Zip Code Finder and Boundary Map
ZIP Code Database. Immediately download the U.S. ZIP Code Database, licensed from the U.S. Postal Service, with
free monthly updates. Geocoded ZIP Codes come with Population data, Area Code, Time Zone, FIPs, CBSA, Medicare,
and 90+ other columns of data.

Chapter 6 : NPA NXX Area Code Database List Directory with Exchanges
Whitepages reverse phone lookup ID's incoming telephone and mobile numbers. Find out who called, their address, city,
state, carrier and more.
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Chapter 7 : Free Zip Code Finder and Lookup
Download a list of ZIP codes in Excel/CSV/spreadsheet format including state, city, county, area code, latitude,
longitude, and more. Share: Home Find ZIPs in a Radius Printable Maps Shipping Calculator ZIP Code Database.

Chapter 8 : Zip Code Database - Highest Rated Zip Code Data
To browse all area codes, we have a list of all United States area codes by state and area codes by number. The area
code list includes a printable copy that you can print and use for reference. For international numbers, we also include
Canadian area codes.

Chapter 9 : New Hampshire (NH) Zip Codes: A list of zip codes for all of NH
The area code list is provided in alphabetical order for your quick reference. States listed in alphabetical order, followed
by area codes listed in numerical order. If you would prefer to type in the area code you are looking for, use the area
code finder.
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